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Abstract
The primary focus of this paper is to assess the challenges and problems of supply chain of vegetables. The paper is the beginning of the doctoral study and concentrating on the conceptual mapping of idea. For this paper the extensive literature review is the base and the concept derived from the secondary sources only. The effort is expected to give a insight of the problems and would attempt to suggest remedial measures for cost optimization and efficiency in the supply chain of vegetables from farm to consumer. The basic problem lies with supply chain. Farmers are not getting requisite realization of price commensurate to their efforts due to lack of storage facilities, poor market information and unorganized faulty supply chain. A better solution can be the Public Private Partnership for the supply chain development.
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Introduction
India's agricultural economy is undergoing through structural changes. Indian agriculture policy aimed to improve food self sufficiency and alleviate hunger through food distribution. Aside from investing in infrastructure, the government supports agriculture through minimum support prices (MSP) for the major agricultural crops, farm input subsidies and preferential credit schemes. Under the price support policy, MSPs are set annually for basic staples to protect producers from sharp price falls, to stabilize prices and to ensure adequate food stocks for public distribution. MSPs have been below the prevailing market prices. Indian government has also deployed subsidies on farm inputs including fertilizers, electrical power and irrigation water. These subsidies have led to inefficient use of these farm inputs.

India is basically an agrarian society where sole dependence has been on agriculture since time immemorial. In the olden days, the agricultural produce was fundamentally barter by nature. Gradually the scenario changed with the changing times and agriculture produce began being sold with an element of commercial value. Trading of agriculture produce began for exchange of money and from trading to marketing of agricultural produce began. The marketing as a term is broader than traditional trading, and agricultural marketing as a concept is still evolving in the Indian agrarian society. In India, there are network of cooperatives at the local, regional, state and national levels that assist in agricultural marketing. Agricultural marketing can be defined as the commercial functions involved in transferring agricultural products consisting of farm, horticultural and other allied products from producer to consumer. Agricultural marketing also reflect another dimension from supply of produce from rural to rural and rural to urban and from rural to industrial consumers. As it is well known more the number of mediatory more will be the costs as each transaction incurs expenses and invites profits. Ultimately when it comes to the producer the cost of the produce goes up steep. In the entire process of marketing the producer gets the lowest price and the ultimate consumer pays the highest as the involvement of more middlemen in the entire distribution process.

There are several complexities involved in agricultural marketing as agricultural produce involves element of risk like perish ability and it again depends on the type of produce. The pricing of the produce depends on factors like seasonality and perish ability and it depends on the demand and supply also. And all these are interwoven and ultimately make a deep impact on agricultural marketing.

Research Problem
There are several challenges involved in marketing of agricultural produce. There is limited access to the market information, literacy level among the farmers is low, multiple channels of distribution that eats away the pockets of both farmers and consumers. The government funding of farmers is still at nascent stage and most of the small farmers still depend on the local moneylenders who are leeches and charge high rate of interest. There are too many vultures that eat away the benefits that the farmers are supposed to get. Although we say that technology have improved but it has not gone to the rural levels as it is confined to urban areas alone. There are several loopholes in the present legislation and there is no organized and regulated marketing system for marketing the agricultural produce. The farmers have to face so many hardships and have to overcome several hurdles to get fair and just price for their sweat.

The critical issues that plague Indian agriculture at present are the knowledge deficit and infrastructure deficit, especially in the rural areas. Problems related to irrigation infrastructure, market infrastructure and transport infrastructure add significant cost to farmers' operations. Another issue is lack of delivery mechanisms. There are a number of schemes aimed towards developing agriculture. We do not have effective delivery mechanisms that
can translate those into effective facilitation at the ground level, in terms of increasing productivity or decreasing cost or increasing price realization. Slow agricultural growth is a concern for policymakers as some two-thirds of India’s people depend on rural employment for a living. Current agricultural practices are neither economically nor environmentally sustainable and India's yields for many agricultural commodities are low. Farmer’s access to markets is hampered by poor roads, rudimentary market infrastructure, and excessive regulation. Producers may have choices in terms of the niche they fill and how best to realize their comparative advantage. Agricultural economics need to reevaluate the traditional preference for a particular form of farm and market organization for agriculture.

On the basis of extensive studies done, the actual problem observed is “Real farmers are not getting requisite realization of price commensurate to their efforts due to lack of storage facilities, poor market information and unorganized faulty supply chain.”

Rationale of the Study

Vertical coordination encompasses a continuum of possibilities from open spot market transactions, where price is the only mechanism of coordination to full vertical integration, where managerial orders direct the flow of goods between stages. The transaction cost economics (TCE), agricultural markets and marketing channels are likely to increase in diversity with a number of different vertical coordination arrangements coexisting to service different market needs. Potential market efficiencies from closer vertical coordination may improve the relative competitiveness of an industry and result in an outward shift of the demand curve through the ability to tailor product quality to the needs of specific market segments. The role may include facilitation of collective bargaining processes. Looking into the future, advances in electronic communication may “buck the trend” toward closer vertical coordination among producers, processors and retailers by presenting opportunities for producers of specialty goods to deliver directly to the end-user. Electronic communication may benefit agricultural producers by increasing their access to information. A recent research carried out by Paul Artiuch and Samuel Kornstein students at the MIT Sloan School of Management reveals that Delhi, capital of India running Azadpur Mandi is turning out to be the largest wholesale produce market in all of Asia, Covering 80 acres in North Delhi. It is being chaotic, and messy, but it all seemed to work even though Azadpur mandi is significantly over capacity. The bottleneck for farmers to directly supply to the supermarket chains is the access to a distribution facility for grading, sorting and packaging of vegetables. So the objectives are:

- To characterize the different types of supply chains for vegetables.
- To redesign a supply chain for vegetables based on public private partnership concept.

Review of Literature

Efforts to develop the agricultural sector in developing countries are now taking place against the background of major structural change in the world agricultural industry. In many developed countries, agricultural production is changing from an industry dominated by family-based, small-scale farms or firms to one of larger firms that are more tightly aligned across the production and distribution value chain (Boehlje, 2000). In addition, the trend of market-orientated reforms, following multilateral trade liberalization and especially structural adjustment programmes in developing countries, has led to the increased integration of world markets (Reardon & Barrett, 2000). As per the observation of research conducted by P. K. Suri and Sushil (2006) Collaborations among companies are common in the business world but rarely observed among government organizations for agricultural development.

Reaching the end of the period of 11th Five Years Plan (2007-2012), the support and available infrastructural facilities are in the process of expansion and very soon the 12th Five Years Plan (2012-2017) will come up and expecting some positive support to agriculture to work on the road map of the agricultural growth (Alam, G. and Verma, D, 2007). Naresh Singla et al. (2011) says that to improve small producer’s livelihoods, linking primary producers with global and national markets through fresh food retail chains is seen as one of the emerging agricultural marketing practices in India. Shawn Cole and Barrett Kirwan (2009) represent the attempt at exploring the individual, temporal, and regional determinants of participation in agricultural risk management. S.H. Baba et al. (2010) has suggested that the coverage of technology mission should be expanded to other niche areas of vegetable cultivation. Kathryn A. Onken and John C. Bernard (2010) views that with the demand in local labeling programs such as the National Buy Fresh Buy local promotion appearing in increasing numbers, consumers will be seeing many messages about local and fresh produced vegetables. The study has also highlighted the needed effective measures to reduce marketing losses at various stages. Demand for stronger vertical coordination in the food system is discussed by ROBERT J (2010) as a mean of satisfying increasingly diverse consumer preferences are changing the landscape facing food supply chain participants. Giancarlo Moschini, Luisa Menapace and Daniel Pick (2008) discusses that the economics of geographical indications (GIs) is assessed within a vertical product differentiation framework that is consistent with the competitive structure of
agriculture. Mighell and Jones (1963) explain that the term includes all the ways of harmonizing the vertical stages of production and marketing. The market-price system, vertical integration, contracting, and cooperation singly or in combination are some of the alternative means of coordination.” Within this succinct definition is the notion that vertical coordination encompasses a continuum of possibilities, from open market spot transactions at the one end, through to full vertical integration at the other and including strategic alliances, joint ventures, contracting, etc. The idea generated by Rachael E. Goodhue (2010), Contracting and other forms of vertical coordination are important parts of the supply chains for many agricultural products. Ramesh Chand has a great contribution academically to provide the solution for a varied range of problems in agriculture sector, and throws light on the future of agriculture and expectation to the industry till 2020. To improve small producer’s livelihoods Rakesh Singh and H.P Singh (2009) has developed many models. The fresh food retail chains are investing from farm to fork to buy fruits and vegetables directly from farmers and sell them to retail buyers. However, fresh food retail chains are largely found working with only large farmers and exclude small farmers for various reasons (Mangala, K.P. and Chengappa, P.G, 2008). Klaus Abbink et al. (2011) say that strategic interaction between public and private actors is increasingly recognized as an important determinant of agricultural market performance in Africa and elsewhere. Lars-Erik Gaddei (2004) concludes that the new conditions have affected the atmosphere in distribution channels encouraging more cooperative relationships. Berck and Perloff found the gap that retail chain procure only a limited proportion of the grower’s crop without any firm commitment and, more so, on a day-to-day basis. It has made no genuine provision for any agri-input or other services and does not have any formal contract arrangements with the farmers. The produce not accepted by the RC has to be disposed of by the farmers elsewhere. Michael G. Jacobides (2005), found that gains from intra firm specialization set off a process of intra organizational partitioning, which simplifies coordination along parts of the value chain. Barnett and Mahul reviewed the research on market structure and performance, vertical coordination arrangements, and institutions for producer collective action has brought a good insight about contributions to empirical modeling of agricultural price determination and marketing margins are also evaluated, as are innovations in research on spatial market relationships and the role of storage. Research conducted by Douglas E. Hughes et al. (2012) contributes that propositions linking the levers to market-based capabilities are offered to shape new research opportunities in the domain of the marketing and sales interface. The research done on bargaining power of retailers by Ganesh Iyer and J. Miguel Villas-Boas (2003) concludes that an increase in the relative power of the retailer in the channel reduces double marginalization and promotes channel coordination. Balagtas and Holt’s discussion has contributed to understand market information systems and the functioning of market-based mechanisms for agricultural risk management, including futures, options, and insurance. Though the progress over the decades have been a remarkable journey Gulati explains the demand for stronger vertical coordination in the food system as a means of satisfying increasingly diverse consumer preferences are changing the landscape facing food supply chain participants. The consolidation trend in the marketing sector seems inexorable, implying that noncompetitive behavior and its effects will remain high on the research agenda. Nicholas Roberts and Varun Grover (2012) talks that Customer agility captures the extent to which a firm is able to sense and respond quickly to customer-based opportunities for innovation and competitive action. Joseph and Soundrarajan has provided the empirical price analysis research and concluded that it will face new data challenges in an environment where fewer and fewer transactions are being conducted in open markets, but this creates research opportunities as we seek answers to how different vertical coordination forms coexist and interact with one another. Paying close attention to the time-series properties of commodity market variables will continue to be important, irrespective of whether a structural or nonstructural modeling approach is being used. Study conducted by Birthal and Joshi to know the extent of investment made in promotion of marketing infrastructure in the country and find out whether private investment induces public investment or vice versa. The study by M S Jairath and Gaurav Jairath (2009) indicates that on an average on each rupee invested by public sector, private sector invests Rs. 1.20. The analysis indicates that there is a very strong complementarity between private and public investment. The study suggests that in order to give further fillip to investment in agricultural marketing infrastructure.

**Research Design and Methods**

The study is descriptive in nature and for this purpose only the secondary source of data has been used. Firstly the secondary data is getting used as literature review to understand the existing theories in India and around the globe. The purpose is getting solved by the visit of different online libraries, published articles available with different online databases and the printed published journals, magazines, news papers and books. Most of the data gathered from secondary source will get filtered and will get used in final thesis with references. The study is centered to gather the information about the status of three parties involved from production to consumption of green vegetables. So the dimensions are: (1) Input Facilities (2) Wastage (3) Production cost (4) Transaction cost (5) Price benefit (6) Motivation.
Scope of the Research
The study is aimed at the states of India (Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha, West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh) as geographical boundary. Since Odisha is the state coming up with rapid development and being an educational hub and demanding more vegetables. Government is also contributing its part to develop vegetable cluster in different districts by the project of NVI (National Vegetable Initiative). Other states chosen are the lead growers of vegetables in India. This is a varied selection of states can be a good scene to study and can contribute to vegetable growers and customers. For the purpose of study Potato, Brinjal, Cabbage, Cauliflower and Okra vegetables have got selected due to the high yield, maximum utilization and value addition to the produce. The study is limited to geographical boundary of state of Odisha in this phase of research due to time factor and availability of resources. Sample selected for study is representing the population but whole population is not taken in consideration is one of the most important constraints. Most of the data collected will be qualitative in nature.

Expected Contributions
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